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Details of Visit:

Author: Feral Spigot
Location 2: Kingston upon Thames
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 24 Jul 2012 2 pm
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours +
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Inna Of Walton On Thames
Phone: 07706608215

The Premises:

The area couldn't be safer or nicer. A very tasteful and clean basement flat.

The Lady:

Inna is a slim and classy Russian lady, with an alluring personality who looks a little less than her
stated age of thirty two. She is highly intelligent and astute, immaculate in appearance and all
wrapped up in a beautiful frame. She has very good English but with a strong accent which in no
way hampers good conversation.

The Story:

Inna is totally honest about herself and rest assured, she will see right through you if you are less
that open, frank and respectful to her. Once you?ve established mutual respect, she is funny, warm,
charming, beautiful and very sexy all rolled into one. Best of all, she is modest about her beauty and
just a little unsure of it. If you?re looking for a bimbo you?ve got it all wrong, go see someone else.

I was especially attracted to her when I read an FR by someone who complained about being
hurried out after only fifty minutes. He made a disrespectful remark about Inna?s anatomy and to
top it all referred to her as a Whore, yet he expected a nice wind down chat!! This guy sure knows
how to respect a woman (yeah right). So I thought, ?this sounds like my kinda woman?. Incidentally
I stayed the hour, with a nice wind down and then some.

I?ve left many an FR on PN since it began, but I more or less retired from the punting game due to
having reached a rather advanced age, however Inna?s appearance and her description of herself
made me decide it was time to come out of punting retirement and pay her a visit. Sadly the
combination of a two hour journey on a scorching hot day, plus my advanced years meant that my
staying power nearly stayed beyond the allotted time. Incredibly with such a gorgeous lady I only
just made it to the finish line, although there is very much more to an encounter than just that.
Naturally I don?t give intimate details out of respect for the lady.

Unlike some, I don?t kid myself that having sex with an overweight old git like me, whose looks and
six pack left him decades ago can be exactly pleasurable. Inna disguises it very well though and no
doubt genuinely enjoys the rest of the liaison.
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If I had hair, I would be tearing it out just thinking of having met such a woman thirty years ago
when I could have made a lot more of our appointment. Inna has her future mapped out and I know
she will succeed, she certainly deserves to. If you decide to see her, please show her the respect
she deserves.
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